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Introduction 

Plaintiffs Lawrence and Celestine Elliott1 submit this No Stay Pleading pursuant to this 

Court’s May 16, 2014 Scheduling Order2 as qualified by the Court’s July 8, 2014, Order,3 

permitting them to file this request at this time. 

Mr. and Mrs. Elliott also move pursuant to Fed. Bankr. R. 7012(b) for an Order of 

Dismissal from this proceeding of their action against New GM, Elliott v. General Motors LLC, 

Docket No. 1:14-cv-00691 (D.D.C. Apr. 23, 2014), (“the Elliott lawsuit”) because this Court 

lacks subject matter jurisdiction over each of their claims. 

The ground for the Elliotts’ requested relief is that the Elliotts’ lawsuit does not fall 

within the terms of the Court’s Sale Order4, or GM’s Motion to Enforce that Order5, or this 

Court’s constitutionally limited subject matter jurisdiction, because Mr. and Mrs. Elliott assert no 

claims that arose when Old GM was conducting business or that can be traced in any way to 

liabilities that Old GM may have retained when New GM purchased assets from it. They assert 

no claims about Old GM’s conduct at all. The Elliotts’ third party claims against non-debtor New 
                                                
1 The Elliotts and their counsel are not specialists in Bankruptcy law and, although they are no longer acting pro se, 
they lack resources to retain specialized counsel for these proceedings. They respect that the Court and other lawyers 
involved in these proceedings have long experience and deep knowledge of the subject. They trust that this attempt 
to speak the local language will be appreciated even if pronunciation may be garbled and the accent imperfect. 
2 See Scheduling Order Regarding (I) Motion of General Motors LLC Pursuant to 11 U.S.C. §§ 105 and 363 to 
Enforce the Court’s July 5, 2009 Sale Order and Injunction, (II) Objection Filed by Certain Plaintiffs in Respect 
Thereto, and (III) Adversary Proceeding No. 14-01929 (In re Motors Liquidation, 1:09-bk-50026, Doc. No. 12697 
¶5) (hereinafter “May 16 Scheduling Order”). 
3 See Order Restraining Lawrence and Celestine Elliott and their Counsel (Id. Doc. No. 12763). 
2 See Scheduling Order Regarding (I) Motion of General Motors LLC Pursuant to 11 U.S.C. §§ 105 and 363 to 
Enforce the Court’s July 5, 2009 Sale Order and Injunction, (II) Objection Filed by Certain Plaintiffs in Respect 
Thereto, and (III) Adversary Proceeding No. 14-01929 (In re Motors Liquidation, 1:09-bk-50026, Doc. No. 12697 
¶5) (hereinafter “May 16 Scheduling Order”). 
3 See Order Restraining Lawrence and Celestine Elliott and their Counsel (Id. Doc. No. 12763). 
4 See Order (I) Authorizing Sale of Assets Pursuant to Amended and Restated Master Sale and Purchase Agreement 
with NGMCO, Inc., a U.S. Treasury-Sponsored Purchaser; (II) Authorizing assumption and Assignment of Certain 
Executory Contracts and Unexpired Leases in Connection with the Sale; and (III) Granting Related Relief (In re 
Motors Liquidation, 1:09-bk-50026, Doc. No. 2968, July 5, 2009). 
5 See Motion to Enforce the Court’s July 2009 Sale Order and Injunctions, .In re Motors Liquidation, 1:09-bk-
50026, Doc. No. 12620, April 21, 2014). 
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GM are solely and exclusively based on breaches of independent, non-derivative duties that New 

GM directly owed them – unrelated to any duties Old GM may also have owed them. They 

allege that New GM breached New GM’s duties, causing the Elliotts to suffer legally cognizable 

harm. The Sale Order did not purport to encompass and, as explained below, could not 

constitutionally encompass, their claims. Because their claims are not “related to” any 

proceedings before this Court, this Court lacks jurisdiction to stay their lawsuit or to restrict the 

Elliotts in any way, so their action ought to be dismissed from these proceedings forthwith. 

Orders of this Court directed at Mr. and Mrs. Elliott, their counsel and others working with them, 

should be vacated. 

Preliminary Statement Regarding the Court’s 
Case Management Concerns 

At the July 2, 2014, hearing on this matter, the Court directed counsel for Plaintiffs to 

address the Court’s concerns that granting relief from the Scheduling Order Stay to Plaintiffs in 

one lawsuit may disrupt the entire case management structure that the Court and other parties 

before it have worked so diligently, and apparently cooperatively, to achieve. The Court is, 

understandably, concerned that such relief will encourage a stream of additional Plaintiffs to 

exercise their reserved rights to apply for similar relief from their own stipulated stays,6 undoing 

the effort it has taken to coordinate all of the cases before the Court.  

                                                
6 Since retaining counsel, the Elliotts have consistently maintained and sought an opportunity to present to the Court 
their contention that this Court lacks subject matter jurisdiction over their action. It appears counsel failed to engage 
the Court’s singular case management concerns at the July 2, 2014, hearing. In counsel’s non-Bankruptcy litigation 
experience, tribunals are accustomed to treating questions that go to the jurisdiction of the tribunal as conceptually 
and chronologically antecedent to the question of how to manage cases properly within its jurisdiction. See 
Declaration of Gary Peller (attached to this pleading as Exhibit 1) (hereinafter “Peller Declaration”), ¶ 4. To the 
extent that counsel did not appropriately engage the Court at the July 2, 2014, hearing, Plaintiffs endeavor to address 
those concerns here. 
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The Elliotts, as pro se litigants throughout April and May 2014, were never invited to 

participate in, or advised about what transpired at, the meetings during which lawyers 

representing Plaintiffs in other lawsuits agreed they should consent to the Scheduling Order and 

stay their lawsuits until the “threshold issues” are resolved.7 Nevertheless, the Elliotts appreciate 

the need for orderly disposition of the issues that the Court faces and the difficulties of 

integrating pro se litigants into the Court’s processes that take place so far from where many 

litigants reside, literally and figuratively. Plaintiffs embrace the principles that the Court 

enunciated: actions similarly situated with respect to the claims that they assert must be treated 

similarly, and, in a consolidated proceeding like this, no one group should be permitted unfairly 

to “jump ahead” of others.  

The Elliotts’ straightforward response to the Court’s concern is that their lawsuit never 

should have been here in the first place. The Elliotts’ lawsuit should not be part of the group of 

lawsuits that this Court must (or even has jurisdiction to) manage, because the Elliotts’ lawsuit 

does not implicate the Sale Order in any way. The Elliotts are not similarly situated, with respect 

to the claims they assert, to the other actions that presumably are properly before the Court. Their 

action just doesn’t belong in this consolidated line at all.8 Dismissing their action from this 

                                                
7 Counsel for the Elliotts have limited experience with, but great respect for, the difficulties of consolidated 
proceedings. They have made contact with Designated Counsel and sought to coordinate with them, see Peller 
Declaration, at ¶ 39, as well as with Lead Counsel in the MDL, see id. at ¶ 38. Although the clerk of the United 
States Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation initially rejected GM’s attempts to consolidate the Elliotts’ lawsuit 
with the other “ignition switch” cases, some of their claims may ultimately be consolidated in light of GM’s pending 
motion seeking such relief, see Defendant General Motors LLC’s Motion to Transfer Tag-Along Action for 
Consolidated Pretrial Proceedings (In re General Motors LLC Ignition Switch Litigation, 2543 (U.S.J.P.M.L. Mar. 
24, 2014) - counsel thought it best to alert Lead Counsel that this and similar cases that this Court lacks jurisdiction 
over are likely headed, at least in part, to the MDL.  
8 Because the Elliotts have reasonable grounds to believe that any use of their own 2006 Cobalt or other GM 
vehicles in question on the pot-hole ridden streets, see e.g., Mike DeBonis, “The Lousy State of D.C.’s Streets,” The 
Washington Post (July 9, 2014) (attached as Exhibit 2), of the financially strapped District of Columbia poses an 
imminent and unreasonable risk of death, serious bodily injury, and property damage to the vehicles’ drivers, 
passengers, and anyone else unlucky enough to be in the vicinity when the risks manifest, the Elliotts’ lawsuit seeks 
inter alia preliminary relief on behalf of the People of the District of Columbia to remove the public safety menace 
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proceeding is constitutionally mandated; this makes sense, because there is simply no legitimate 

reason to subject a lawsuit with no conceivable link to the assets of a bankrupt to the 

extraordinary Stays of bankruptcy practice.9 Unlike the 87 other lawsuits, the Elliotts do not 

assert claims based on successor, transferee, derivative liability, or claims based on fraudulent 

concealment by Old GM - the Elliotts explicitly disavow seeking relief on any such basis. The 

other 87 Plaintiffs apparently made a considered judgment that the potential warranty, fraud, and 

other claims arguably related to retained liabilities of Old GM that they assert are worth 

pursuing, despite the delay that litigating issues related to the Sale Order will entail. But the 

                                                                                                                                                       
forthwith, and to put in place interim measures to ensure proper judicial oversight and supervision of New GM’s 
practices with respect to safety, risk management, and regulatory compliance. See Plaintiffs’ First Amended 
Complaint, included in Plaintiffs’ Motion for Leave to File the Proposed First Amended Complaint and to Join 
Parties (Elliott v. General Motors LLC, 1:14-cv-00691-KBJ, Doc. No. 15, June 28, 2014, ¶ 124-127) (hereinafter 
“First Amended Complaint”). Unique District law allows Mr. and Mrs. Elliott to act as Representatives of the 
People to seek injunctive relief as a kind of “private attorneys general,” empowering private citizens such as the 
Elliotts to help the strapped local government vindicate the public interest. See D.C. Code § 28-3905(k)(2)(E); § 28-
3901(b) and (c). Had the Elliotts participated in the meetings that led other Plaintiffs to agree to stay their lawsuits, 
they certainly would have expressed concern about agreeing to any Stay procedure that left Plaintiffs without the 
ability to seek preliminary relief to address these kinds of public safety emergencies. 

To describe the relief that the Elliotts seek as representatives of the People is to demonstrate why the 
Elliotts’ lawsuit does not belong in Bankruptcy Court.  

The Elliotts have endeavored to keep up with these proceedings to the best of their abilities by reviewing 
the pleadings submitted and transcripts of the hearings held. They were understandably offended at the manner in 
which their motives for bringing suit in a representative and class capacity were maligned by GM’s counsel at the 
July 2, 2014, hearing, see July 2, 2014, Hearing Transcript (attached as Exhibit 3) (hereinafter “July 2 Hearing 
Transcript”), at 105:24, and by the fact that such unprofessional behavior by GM’s counsel – which Plaintiffs’ 
counsel assumed was not worthy of response – appeared to be the very basis for the Court’s moving from the its 
“tentative” Order to the ultimately punitive Order the Court ended up entering on July 8, 2014. Counsel are making 
arrangements for Mr. and Mrs. Elliott to attend the August 5, 2014, hearing in this matter because, in part, the 
Elliotts hope to meet Mr. Steinberg to let him know personally why they are suing GM. If the Court wishes, Mr. and 
Mrs. Elliott will be available to testify as to their reasons for wanting to sue GM on behalf of others, and in 
particular on behalf of the People of the District of Columbia.  

It can hardly pass without noting that New GM--having already publicly admitted to putting profit seeking 
over care for safety risks, and thereby causing the deaths of hundreds and counting, and many more personal 
injuries, all tragedies traceable to New GM’s greed--is hardly in a moral position to damn fee seeking torts lawyers 
seeking compensation for New GM’s wrongdoing on behalf of the victims of its misconduct. See id. 
9 To put the point more casually, the Elliotts are fair-minded. They don’t mind waiting in line with others to get what 
everyone in line is waiting for, but there is no point in the Elliotts waiting at this door. There is nothing for them 
here. 
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Elliotts, asserting no such claims, have no reason to wait with this10 crowd of Plaintiffs, all of 

whom seek different relief based on different claims and apparently see some advantage in 

attaching claims implicating Old GM’s retained liability to the rest of the legal arsenal available 

to them and already aimed at New GM.  

Because the Elliotts’ lawsuit has no conceivable relation to any retained liabilities of Old 

GM, this Court this lacks subject matter jurisdiction over the Elliotts’ claims.11 As a definitional 

matter, they are not “related to” these proceedings in any way. The Court’s concern over 

managing the claims properly before it is, of course, absolutely appropriate, but the Elliott 

lawsuit is simply not properly before the Court.  

In terms of case management, the Court must also be aware that more lawsuits are on the 

way. What looks today like the Elliotts alone unreasonably refusing to join the consensus 

arranged by Designated Counsel will soon be scores of other lawsuits, with pleadings, like those 

of the Elliotts, carefully crafted12 – in the face of GM’s threats regarding the Sale Order – to 

avoid making any claim based on the retained liabilities of Old GM. Those litigants, like the 

                                                
10 The Elliotts understand that at least some of their claims may be consolidated with, and transferred to, the pending 
MDL. After this Court properly dismisses their claims for lack of subject matter jurisdiction, there will be no Stay in 
place in their action (or in the others like it soon to reach the Court), and Judge Furman will face the case 
management issue of what to do with different groups of actions in the MDL, some stayed by this Court and others, 
not implicating the Sale Order, presenting no reason for delay and presumably proceeding—as they should—with 
the joint pretrial procedures typically undertaken in active, ongoing multidistrict litigation. But how to manage the 
issues arising in such circumstances is appropriately the province of the MDL transferee District Court, not a 
tribunal lacking a jurisdictional basis for acting. 
11 The technical legal argument makes common sense. This Court has no power to enjoin parties from pursuing their 
constitutional rights to seek redress in civil courts unless their claims relate in some way to some matter properly 
before the Bankruptcy Court. Otherwise, a non-debtor could willfully opt to misuse the Stay powers of the 
Bankruptcy Court to delay the judicial process by claiming, without basis and without obligation to present such 
basis, that its wrongdoing relates to an Order issued by a Bankruptcy Court, and it is, therefore, entitled to have 
litigation against it Stayed. Of course the law cannot permit such maneuvering, but that is precisely how the Elliott 
action got here. 
12 New GM cannot have it both ways; it cannot wave this Court’s Sale Order at potential litigants to discourage 
lawsuits them from suing New GM because, as New GM threatened the Elliotts, see Peller Declaration, ¶ 20, the 
assertion of any claims relating to retained liabilities would be a violation of the Sale Order injunction, and then, 
when litigants like the Elliotts heed the warnings and make no such claims, insist their cases are stayed anyway. 
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Elliotts, will have no reason to enter a Stay Stipulation arrangement, because, like the Elliotts, 

they will assert no claims that rest on retained liabilities and will have no reason to wait in this 

Court – there will be nothing for them to wait for. Like the Elliotts, they will also, one-by-one, 

seek dismissal for lack of subject matter jurisdiction, and this Court will have no power to 

“manage” their claims because it will be obliged to grant dismissal. Additionally, of course, New 

GM should not be permitted to systematically delay the civil litigation filed against them by 

simply filing bulk schedules of actions they claim, without any plausible basis, relate to the Sale 

Order.13 

 American Bankruptcy law gives Bankruptcy Courts exceptional and extraordinary power 

to enjoin parties from prosecuting ongoing civil litigation, power that is wholly foreign to those 

accustomed to the norms prevailing outside the Bankruptcy context. It is understandable that the 

Court, constantly facing the startled outrage of litigants unfamiliar with the exceptional province 

of Bankruptcy law, may tire of hearing parties – whose cases have been enjoined pursuant to the 

legitimate, explicitly Constitutionally recognized power of this Court – express outrage about 

denials of their due process rights to seek redress in the courts, and so on. The extraordinary Stay 

power to stop proceedings in other courts flat in their tracks is shocking to lawyers accustomed 

to ordinary civil litigation, and, Plaintiffs surmise, an unremarkable matter of everyday practice 

here.  

 The exercise of those extraordinary powers to freeze litigation in its tracks, with no 

questions asked, and enforce such Stays with the contempt power of the court, is wholly 

legitimate when used to carry out the underlying ideals of the Bankruptcy Act. The unique 

                                                
13 Perhaps the Scheduling Order should be modified to ensure that, before the Stay apparatus is imposed, parties like 
the Elliotts have a meaningful opportunity to present their jurisdictional arguments before facing the risk of 
contempt for exercising the simple civil right of presenting legal papers to respond to GM’s attempts to dismiss their 
case. 
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powers of the Bankruptcy Court reflect the unique commitment of American Bankruptcy law to 

the emphatic protection of an ailing insolvent, besieged by creditors, and seeking the protection 

of the Bankruptcy Court because it cannot protect itself. The automatic stay provisions of the 

Code, triggered by simply filing for the protection of the Court, are the most dramatic example of 

this ideal, embodying the commitment to protect the ailing debtor, or its dying carcass, from the 

metaphoric vultures who would tear it apart wastefully and without regard for the rights of others 

to their fair share.  

 Practicing under the automatic Stay, the Bankruptcy Court is required to protect debtors 

with its extraordinary power to immediately enjoin all lawsuits against the debtor, corral all 

creditors together, and manage the parties brought before it to insure all are treated equitably and 

no creditor “jumps ahead” of those similarly situated. 

The kind of case management the Court seeks to impose upon the Elliotts in this 

proceeding—enjoining all pending litigation, getting all interested parties before the Court, and 

methodically organizing the interests into similarly situated classes of claims before the merits of 

any particular parties’ claims are reached—is wholly appropriate when an ailing, insolvent 

debtor seeks the Court’s protection of the Court from hungry creditors. It reflects deep-rooted 

public policy favoring giving debtors a chance to regroup, obtain start anew, to get some 

temporary respite from the demands that are destroying them, and start anew. Like traditional 

equity jurisprudence more generally, American Bankruptcy law embodies empathy and care for 

a person or entity unable to care for itself in the rough and tumble of the market.  

But new GM is not the debtor in this proceeding. Because non-debtors do not 

present the same claim for empathy and equitable care as the ailing debtors at the heart of 

Bankruptcy concerns, and because the potential for abuse is so much greater when non-debtors 
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try to avail themselves of the extraordinary and exceptional equitable power of the Bankruptcy 

Court, see e.g., In re Metromedia Fiber Network, Inc., 416 F.3d 136, 143 (2d Cir. 2005), the law 

is clear: non-debtors are not entitled to the same care and solicitude from the Bankruptcy 

Court that debtors receive as a matter of course. On the contrary, the Second Circuit has 

repeatedly admonished lower courts to exercise caution, exercising the traditional powers of the 

Bankruptcy Court on behalf of non-debtors – like GM – only in exceptional circumstances (none 

of which are presented here). See e.g In re Metromedia Fiber Network, Inc., 416 F.3d 136, 143 

(2d Cir. 2005); see also Teachers Ins. & Annuity Ass’n of Am. v. Bultur, 803 F.2d 61, 65 (2d Cir. 

1986); see also In re Dow Corning Corp., 280 F. 3d 648, 658-61 (6th Cir. 2002); In re Specialty 

Equip. Cos., 3. F. 3d 1043, 1044-49 (7th Cir. 1993).  

Moreover, the protection that New GM seeks is a particularly dramatic example of how 

non-debtors seeking the equitable, exceptional, and extraordinary protection of the Bankruptcy 

laws could pose particular risks of abuse and therefore should not be accorded the same 

presumptive solicitude that Bankruptcy Courts rightly provide ailing debtors under siege from 

voracious creditors and in need of help to have a chance of survival.  

New GM is a non-debtor – in robust financial health - whose 2014 first quarter adjusted 

earnings before interest and tax totaled $0.5 billion with profits exceeding $0.1 billion, after a 

$1.3 billion pre-tax charge for recall-related costs.14 New GM seeks the extraordinary and 

exceptional equitable power of this Court to shield it, not from impatient creditors unwilling to 

give the debtor the requisite time to right itself before demanding what is owed, but rather from 

allegations that it is liable to Plaintiffs who were legally injured when New GM ran a criminal 

racketeering enterprise designed to conceal the imminently dangerous character of Plaintiffs’ 

                                                
14 See Press Release, “GM Reports First Quarter Net Income of $0.1 Billion” (attached as Exhibit 4). 
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vehicles from Plaintiffs, the public, and from responsible governmental officials.15 New GM is 

not here as a weak and bleeding debtor, in need of the Court’s help to have any chance of 

survival. New GM is here because it developed a litigation stall strategy whose design is to 

maximize its profits.16 Surely, that New GM’s alleged crimes were “white-collar” should not 

obscure how inappropriate, and potentially abusive, the exercise of the exceptionally 

extraordinary power of the Bankruptcy Court’s injunction power may be when used to shield a 

non-debtor such as New GM from the normal processes of American civil justice.17  

The potential for perversion of the Bankruptcy Court’s extraordinary power if non-

debtors avail themselves of its protective embrace is apparent in the case at bar. New GM is 

using the Bankruptcy Court’s unique protections not for their core purpose of protecting debtors, 

but as part of a strategic, profit-driven, plan: to pursue an aggressive litigation strategy to stall 

any and all litigation against it. Mr. and Mrs. Elliott, who are 78 and 73 years old respectively, 

have been together for 59 years, are of modest means and in ailing health – they are unable to 

walk for extended periods and depend having a car to transport Mrs. Elliott their daughter and 

granddaughter to work, and their great grandchildren to work. They are understandably unwilling 

to drive their 2006 Cobalt around the streets of the District, but cannot take advantage of New 

                                                
15 However easy it might be to make these allegations in many cases, in this instance the same or similar allegations 
are the subject of several ongoing criminal and regulatory investigations at various levels of government, as the 
Court is aware. See July 2 Hearing Transcript, at 39:1-7.  
16 This is not to suggest that it is necessarily wrongful for New GM to avail itself of the all the rights and remedies 
the law accords it. Plaintiffs are well aware that it owes duties to shareholders as well as to various others. It is only 
to highlight that the presumptive solicitude accorded a debtor is simply not justified in the non-debtor context.  
17 Plaintiffs allege that New GM’s wrongdoing was committed largely at meetings in well-appointed corporate 
offices and conference rooms where engineers, risk managers, compliance personnel, and others followed a “no-
notes” policy to help conceal any information related to safety issues, as recommended, regrettably for our 
profession, by GM’s lawyers, all while they made conscious decisions that have had such deadly consequences. See 
First Amended Complaint, (Elliott v. General Motors LLC, 1:14-cv-00691-KBJ, Doc. No. 15, June 28, 2014, ¶ 25) 
The “white collar” quality of their wrongdoing should not obscure the fact that New GM recklessly endangered the 
public safety just as effectively as they would have by firing guns on the street without regard for the safety of 
others. 
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GM’s “complimentary loaner policy”,18 because GM has been unable to arrange a rental car with 

handicap plates for them.19 Acting pro se, and aware of news accounts of New GM’s active 

concealment of safety defects in each of their GM vehicles, the Elliotts filed a 4-page letter with 

the District of Columbia Superior Court to initiate a lawsuit against GM. They were not 

contacted by GM until GM had successfully brought their case before this Court by simply 

listing it on a Schedule of Actions New GM asserted were related to the Sale Order. 

Without any showing that their case was appropriately included in the bulk designation of 

“Ignition Switch Actions,” GM has, with the apparent solicitude of the Court, managed the 

proceedings such that the Elliotts are already under the shadow of contempt proceedings. No 

judicial consideration of the possibility their lawsuit was inappropriately included, or that GM 

brought their case to this court for strategic reasons without any link to the retained liability of 

Old GM, has occurred. GM has already tried to intimidate the Elliotts, through counsel, into 

withdrawing their allegations against New GM;20 the Elliotts and their counsel submit this 

pleading now under the shadow of impending contempt proceedings impliedly threatened by GM 

for alleged violations of Orders this Court was without jurisdiction to impose. At least with 

respect to the Elliotts, there could hardly be a more vivid demonstration of the different roles 

played when non-debtors seek refuge in the protective embrace of Bankruptcy. In its dispute 

                                                
18 “If people do not want to drive a recalled vehicle before it is repaired, dealers can provide them with a loaner or 
rental car – free of charge.” See Written Testimony of General Motors Chief Executive Officer Mary Barra Before 
the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation Subcommittee on Consumer Protection, Product 
Safety, and Insurance (April 2, 2014) (attached as Exhibit 5). 
19 See Peller Declaration, ¶ 38. 
19 See Peller Declaration, ¶ 38. 
20 Notably, GM’s counsel repeatedly suggested that the current Stay dispute could be easily resolved by the Elliotts 
seeking voluntary dismissal and then refilling their claims anew. Peller Declaration ¶ 21. Such a suggestion, flying 
in the face of GM’s contention that the assertion of any claims against it based on pre-petition vehicles would violate 
the Sale Order, should raise concerns that this Court’s great powers are being used for forum shopping and not for 
the loftier purposes for which this Court has been granted its extraordinary power. 
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with the Elliotts, GM is healthy, strong, aggressive, robust, and able to mount the talents of 

lawyers from the leading law firms in the world as it presses its liability tampering strategy in 

this and other fora. New GM does not need, and does not deserve, the special solicitude of the 

Court, particularly not the extraordinary Stay powers accorded by this Court to protect ailing 

persons, to protect it from the onslaught posed by a 4-page pro se letter to the Superior Court on 

behalf of an elderly couple with modest means, whose primarily want reliable transportation and 

the safety of DC streets. 

In terms of case management, the risk of abuse presented in applications by non-debtors 

to prevent third parties from suing them suggests a different case management plan should be 

adopted when non-debtors seek the Court’s equitable protection; a case management plan that 

does not automatically adopt the presumption that protection is required simply by virtue of 

simple bulk designations, and one that provides a meaningful opportunity for third parties to 

challenge the invocation of the Court’s protection at the earliest possible time (and certainly not 

after “threshold issues” are determined). 

PROCEDURAL AND FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

1.  The Sale Order and MSPA 

 On July 5, 2009, the Court issued its Sale Order. Pursuant to the sale, New GM acquired 

substantially all of Old GM’s assets. New GM did not, however, assume all of Old GM’s 

liabilities. The MSPA and the Sale Order contain specific provisions defining the liabilities that 

New GM would assume and those Old GM would retain – New GM would have no 

responsibility or liability with respect to the “retained” liabilities. The Sale Order definitively 

states that New GM would assume no liability, and liability could not be imposed upon New GM 

with respect to any claims of the Debtors other than the expressly assumed liabilities. In 

particular, the Sale Order dictates that – unless explicitly assumed – New GM would have no 
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liability “based on any successor or transferee liability.” See Sale Order ¶¶ 10, 46, 48. Likewise, 

New GM would have no liability for any claim arising “prior to the Closing Date,” related to 

production “prior to the Closing Date,” that could have been asserted against Old GM “prior to 

the Closing Date.” See Sale Order ¶ 46. The Sale order additionally enjoins the pursuit of any 

claim asserting “successor or transferee liability” or against Old GM unless the claim is 

otherwise assumed. See Sale Order ¶ 8, 47. 

2.  The Elliotts’ Lawsuit 

Starting in February 2014, and in piecemeal over the next several months, New GM has 

publicly admitted that New GM employees and lawyers knew about safety-related defects in 

millions of vehicles, including the Elliotts’ vehicles, and that GM did not disclose those defects 

as it was required to do by law. GM’S CEO, Mary Barra attributed New GM’s “failure to 

disclose critical pieces of information,” in her words, to New GM’s policies and practices that 

mandated and rewarded the unreasonable elevation of cost concerns over safety risks.21  

The Elliotts are now, and have for some time been, extremely hesitant to drive their 

Cobalt. They fear for their own safety and, in particular, for the safety of their great 

grandchildren (aged 6 and 8) who reside with them and were frequently driven to school in the 

car before the Elliotts discovered the extent and nature of their car’s defects.  

On April 1, 2014, having become too frightened to use their defective GM vehicles to 

drive themselves, their grand and their great-grandchildren, they filed a four-page letter with the 

District of Columbia Superior Court that included diverse factual assertions stemming from their 

ownership of a 2006 Chevrolet Trailblazer (not one of the “ignition switch defect” vehicles) and 

                                                
21 E.g., Bill Vlaxsic, “GM says inquiry found ‘pattern of incompetence’ The Boston Globe, (June 06, 2014) 
(attached as Exhibit 6). 
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a 2006 Chevrolet Cobalt. An ignition switch in the Cobalt was one of many flaws the Elliotts 

purported to describe in their pro se letter to the Superior Court. They also complained about a 

dangerous fuel pump that had already failed in their Cobalt, and a series of electrical and rust 

problems with their Trailblazer.  

On April 23, 2014, GM removed Mr. and Mrs. Elliotts’ case to the United States District 

Court for the District of Columbia and at the same time moved to dismiss the complaint under 

Fed. R. Civ. Pro. 12(b)(6) on the ground that the pro se papers failed to allege cognizable harm 

and failed therefore to state a claim for relief. 

 “Given that plaintiffs’ Complaint amounts to nothing more than accusations of 
wrongdoing by General Motors LLC with no discernible theory to support recovery 
of either compensatory or punitive damages, dismissal pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6) is 
appropriate. …In addition, given the lack of any cognizable loss or injury alleged in 
the Complaint, plaintiffs lack standing to file suit against General Motors LLC.” 22 
 
Mr. and Mrs. Elliott filed a pro se response to GM’s Motion on May 8, 2014. See 

Memorandum in opposition to Motion to Dismiss Plaintiffs’ Complaint, (Elliott, Doc. 12, May 8, 

2014). As of the date of this Motion, GM has not withdrawn its Motion to Dismiss in the Elliott 

v. GM action, and the motion remains pending before Judge Jackson. 

On May 12, 2014, GM notified the United States Judicial Panel on Multidistrict 

Litigation that this action is related to the proceedings in In re: General Motors LLC Ignition 

Switch Litigation. See Notice of Related Action, In re General Motors LLC Ignition Switch 

Litigation MDL No. 2543 Doc. No. 223. On June 11, 2014, that forum determined that the action 

was not appropriate for inclusion in the Multidistrict Litigation proceedings concerning ignition 

switch claims. See Notice to Counsel, In re: General Motors Ignition Switch Litigation MDL No. 

2543 Doc. No. 269. 
                                                
22 General Motors LLC’s Motion to Dismiss Plaintiffs’ Complaint Pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6) (Elliott v. 
General Motors LLC, 1:14-cv-00691-KBJ, Doc. 3, April 23, 2014, ¶ 4) 
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On June 20, 2014, the Elliotts moved the DC District Court to defer consideration of 

GM’s pending Motion to Dismiss until the Elliotts had a chance to present the Court with a 

Motion to Amend their complaint. See Motion for Order Deferring Consideration of Defendant’s 

Pending Motion to Dismiss (Elliot, Doc. No. 14, June 20, 2014). On June 28, 2014, the Elliotts 

moved the DC District Court for leave to amend their complaint and to join parties, proposing an 

Amended Complaint that would address GM’s contentions that alleged deficiencies in the pro se 

papers warranted dismissal under Fed. R. Civ. Pro. 12(b)(6). See Motion for Leave to File First 

Amended Complaint (Id., Doc. No. 15, June 28, 2014). That Motion is also currently pending 

before Judge Jackson.  

3.  GM’s Motion to Enforce the Sale Order 

On April 21, 2014, GM moved this Court to enforce its July 5, 2009, Sale Order by 

restraining the various parties from suing New GM for claims related to “ignition switch defects” 

insofar as such claims were based on liability that Old GM retained under the Sale Order. Motion 

to Enforce the Bankruptcy Court’s July 5, 2009 Sale Order and Injunction.23 See Motion to 

Enforce (In re Motors Liquidation Co. 1:09-bk-50026, Doc. No. 12620, April 21, 2014 (hereafter 

“Motors”)) (hereafter “Motion to Enforce”). 

GM’s Motion is exclusively concerned with establishing whether and which liabilities of 

the Old GM it did or did not assume. Under the Sale Order, it argues, “New GM would be 

insulated from lawsuits by Old GM’s creditors based on Old GM liabilities [New GM] did not 

assume. The MSPA and Sale Order and Injunction were expressly intended to provide such 

protections.”24 New GM contends that it did not assume potential product liability, breach of 

                                                
 
24 Motion to Enforce, ¶ 3 
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warranty, negligence, successor liability, or other liabilities that the Old GM might have had with 

respect to vehicles sold before the asset sale to New GM.25  

4. Claims asserted in the Elliotts’ proposed FAC 

The proposed FAC alleges five causes of action on behalf of the Elliotts. Each of these 

causes of action alleges liability only for the acts of New GM and Delphi Automotive PLLC 

committed after New GM came into being on October 19, 2014. 

In their pleading, the Elliotts explicitly disavow any claims based on New GM’s potential 

liability under successor, transferee, or derivative theories of liability: 

General Motors LLC is a limited liability company formed under the laws of 
Delaware with its principal place of business in Detroit, Michigan. On October 
19, 2009, it began conducting the business of designing, manufacturing, 
constructing, assembling, marketing, warranting, distributing, selling, leasing, and 
servicing automobiles, including the vehicles of class members, and other motor 
vehicles and motor vehicle components throughout the United States. Plaintiffs’ 
claims and allegations against GM refer solely to this entity. In this First 
Amended Complaint, Plaintiffs are not making any claim against Old GM 
(General Motors Corporation) whatsoever, and Plaintiffs are not making any 
claim against New GM based on its having purchased assets from Old GM or 
based on its having continued the business or succeeded Old GM. Plaintiffs 
disavow any claim based on the design or sale of vehicles by Old GM, or based 
on any retained liability of Old GM. Plaintiffs seek relief from New GM solely 
for claims that have arisen after October 19, 2009, and solely based on actions and 
omissions of New GM. 
 

First Amended Complaint (Elliot, Doc. 15, June 28, 2014, ¶15) (hereafter “FAC”). 

 Separate from this paragraph, there are three other references to “Old GM” in the Elliotts’ 

FAC. See FAC ¶ 6. These references occur in a single paragraph that describes how New GM 

came to know the critical information that it concealed from Plaintiffs and others. See id. None 

                                                
25 Id. at ¶11 (quoting Master Sale and Purchase Agreement (Motors, Doc. No. 2968, July 05, 2009)) (hereafter 
MSPA).  
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of the references include allegations of any act, omission or other liability creating conduct on 

the part of Old GM. 

The Class Periods for each of the proposed Classes and Subclasses for which the Elliotts 

seek certification do not begin until October 19, 2009. See FAC ¶ 42(a)-(d). 

 The RICO Claim: Count I is for violation of the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt 

Organizations Act, 18 U.S.C. § 1962 et seq. The basis for this claim is that New GM, Delphi, 

their inside and outside counsel, engineers and dealers engaged in a racketeering enterprise, and 

used the mails and wires fraudulently to deceive plaintiffs and the public by concealing serious 

safety defects that posed imminent risks of death, serious bodily injury, and property damage, 

and that the RICO actors conspired to keep the illegal racketeering from being exposed, and 

entered into a common scheme to defraud victims. FAC ¶¶ 52-61. The RICO enterprise also 

included tampering with witnesses and intimidating victims. FAC ¶¶ 62-63.  

This count alleges wrongful behavior that has occurred only after New GM purchased 

Old GM’s assets. See FAC ¶¶ 58, 60-61. It alleges no acts or omissions occurring before October 

19, 2014, nor asserts any duties whose origin could possibly have been in the Retained liabilities 

of Old GM under the Sale Order. This Count does not allege and has no connection with any 

similar racketeering enterprise that the Old GM may have engaged in, and that other Plaintiffs in 

this proceeding might have alleged. The Elliotts make no allegations about any wrongful acts 

that may have occurred prior to October 19, 2009. 

The common law fraud claim: The common-law fraud count asserted on behalf of the Elliotts 

alleges that when New GM learned about the safety defects in its vehicles on or after October 19, 

2009, it came under a duty to disclose that information to Plaintiffs and others, and breached that 

duty, causing legally cognizable harm to Plaintiffs and others, by concealing the dangerousness 
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of the vehicles, information material to the determinations of Plaintiffs and others’ whether their 

vehicles were safe to drive, and that this conduct caused both economic harm and exposure to 

increased risk of death or injury. Like the RICO count, the fraud allegations are explicitly limited 

to actions by the New GM and others after New GM’s purchase of the assets in October 2009, to 

wit, the concealment of the defects. See FAC ¶¶ 65-67. This Count does not allege any similar 

fraudulent conduct that Old GM might have engaged in. 

The negligent infliction of economic loss and increased risk claim: Count IV of the FAC 

alleges that, upon acquiring knowledge of the imminent personal injury risks that GM cars posed 

on or after October 19, 2009, and knowing that Plaintiffs and others had no reasonable way of 

learning the risks unless GM disclosed the risks to them, New GM came under a duty to disclose 

those risks to the Elliotts and to others, and New GM acted unreasonably and in breach of this 

duty when it actively concealed rather than disclosed the information, causing economic loss and 

increased risks of death and serious physical injury to the Elliotts and others.  

The DC CPPA claim: Count V alleges that New GM violated the DC Consumer Protection 

Procedures Act (CPPA), D.C. Code § 28-3901 et seq., by failing to disclose critical safety 

defects to the public, by violating the common law of fraud and negligence and negligent 

misrepresentation in the District of Columbia, and by violating federal laws regulating trade 

practices, including the TREAD act, which requires, inter alia, prompt disclosure of safety 

defects. Just like the previous counts, the CPPA count complains only of the acts of New GM 

and Delphi, occurring after the inception of the New GM. FAC ¶ 91.  

Joint liability, aiding and abetting and civil conspiracy claims: Count VIII asserts that 

Defendant Delphi and Defendant New GM, as well as the accountants, lawyers and engineers 

who participated in the illegal conduct, are jointly liable for each other’s acts because they acted 
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jointly to cause Plaintiffs and others harm, or under a theory of civil conspiracy, or because they 

aided and abetted each other in wrongful conduct. Count VIII does not purport to hold New GM 

liable for conduct of the Old GM, nor does it allege any acts that may have occurred prior to 

October 19, 2009. 

ARGUMENT 

1.  The Elliotts’ Claims Do Not Pertain to any of the Liabilities that were the Subject of 
the Sale Order and MSPA. 

The Sale Order protected New GM against any claims that are based on “successor or 

transferee liability,” claims that arose before the “closing date” and claims that existed against 

Old GM. See Sale Order ¶¶ 7, 10, 46, 48. The Sale Order does not immunize New GM for any 

wrongdoing it commits. The claims the Elliotts bring do not fall within the scope of the Sale 

Order because they neither allege, nor depend, upon successor or transferee liability, they did not 

arise before the “closing date,” and they did not pertain to Old GM. The claims the Elliott’s wish 

to bring only arose when New GM came into being and allegedly began concealing and 

suppressing material, and potentially fatal, safety defects with Delphi Automotive, PLLC,. The 

identity and origin of the particular vehicles in which those safety defects inhered is not 

dispositive of whether New GM and Delphi Automotive PLLC illegally concealed the defects 

from Plaintiffs, the public, and government officials and attempted to suppress lawsuits related 

thereto. The Elliotts’ claims depend upon no wrongdoing by Old GM and could not have existed 

against Old GM because the alleged wrongdoing did not occur until after Old GM had ceased to 

exist – this is true despite the fact that, in this particular case, the Elliotts may have had other 

claims against Old GM. All liability addressed in the Sale Order was either assumed by New GM 

or retained by Old GM. New GM could not have assumed liability for the Elliotts’ claims from 

Old GM, and Old GM could not have retained liability for the Elliotts’ claims, because Old GM 
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never had the liability for the Elliotts’ claims. For this reason, the Sale Order simply cannot reach 

the claims brought by the Elliotts against New GM. Elliotts’ claims are, therefore, 

distinguishable from those of the Phaneuf plaintiffs, which the Court determined should be 

stayed,26 because the Elliotts do not seek to hold New GM accountable as “successor in 

interest”27 to Old GM’s assets, but as an independent corporation breaching its own independent 

duty to Mr. and Mrs. Elliott.  

The Elliotts’ case is also distinguishable from prior rulings enforcing the July 2009 Sale 

Order and Injunction. The “Trusky Plaintiffs,” for example, alleged that New GM “breached 

warranty obligations New GM assumed from Old GM in the 363 Sale.” In re Motors Liquidation 

Co., 09-50026 REG, 2013 WL 620281 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. Feb. 19, 2013). The Elliotts make no 

allegations dependent upon duties or obligations that New GM could have assumed from Old 

GM at all. The “Castillo Plaintiffs,” meanwhile, sought a declaratory judgment that New GM 

“assumed a settlement agreement between Old GM and the Castillo Plaintiffs as part of New 

GM’s purchase.” In re Motors Liquidation Co., 09-50026 REG, 2012 WL 1339496 (Bankr. 

S.D.N.Y. Apr. 17, 2012). New GM could not have assumed the liabilities at issue in the Elliotts’ 

claims, because they never existed against Old GM. Finally, unlike the plaintiffs addressed in the 

Court’s May 17, 2010 Order Pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 105(a) Enforcing 363 Sale Order (Motors, 

Doc. No. 6237), who brought personal injury claims against New GM after accidents that 

occurred before the closing date, the Elliotts allege only the injury that occurred after New GM 

had come into existence. 
                                                
26 See July 2 Hearing Transcript, 91:12-21 
26 See July 2 Hearing Transcript, 86:13 
26 See Motion to Enforce the Court's July 2009 Sale Order and Injunction (Motors, Doc. No. 12620 If 15-16, and n. 
11) 
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Additionally, of the forty-eight claims GM samples in Schedule II of their Motion to 

Enforce the Sale Order (Motors, Dkt. 12620-2) (which does not address the Elliotts’ claims, even 

though they are included in the Motion to Enforce), Plaintiffs found six that did not allege 

“successor” liability. In contrast, the Elliotts’ FAC uses the word “successor” only once – to 

exclude the successors of defendants New GM and Delphi PLLC from their alleged class. The 

incorporated cases assert claims based on an express or implied warranty at the sale of the 

plaintiffs’ vehicles, successor liability claims, and “miscellaneous tort and statutory claims 

premised in whole or in part on the alleged acts or omissions of Old GM.”28 Again, and by New 

GM’s own definition, the Elliots’ claims simply do not fall within scope of GM’s Motion to 

enforce. The Elliotts make no allegation that New GM is responsible for any warranty that stems 

from the purchase of their cars, they make no allegation of successor liability, and make no 

allegation that is premised on any alleged act or omission by Old GM.  

2.  GM’s Shell Game in this Proceeding Regarding “Pre-Petition Vehicles and Parts” 

As noted above, GM’s Motion to Enforce the Sale Order that prompted these proceedings 

takes great pains to carefully to distinguish the liabilities of Old GM that it assumed from the 

liabilities of Old GM that it did not assume and that were accordingly retained by Old GM. GM 

then concludes that, because particular claims were retained by Old GM, Plaintiffs asserting any 

claims that relate to the assets it purchased from Old GM must be enjoined.  

To state GM’s contention is to demonstrate its inadequacy. The Sale Order and MSPA 

speak to how the liabilities of Old GM associated with the assets it was selling to New GM 

would be divided between Old GM, the seller, and New GM, the purchaser. The Elliotts assert 

legal claims that GM contends relate to “pre-petition vehicles and parts” because they refer to 
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New GM’s concealment from the Elliotts and others of material information about the risks 

presented by driving the Elliotts’ 2006 GM car. GM contends that the fact that the Elliotts assert 

claims that have anything to do with an asset it bought from Old GM means that they must be 

violating the Sale Order injunction simply by asserting the claims. The missing analytic step is to 

examine the claims that the Elliotts do assert, and determine if any of the claims rest on liabilities 

that Old GM retained. As the above description of the Elliotts’ claims demonstrates, the Elliotts 

have taken care to honor29 GM’s contentions that the Sale Order bars lawsuits against it based on 

liabilities that Old GM retained, by carefully crafting their allegations so that they assert no such 

claims. Nor, of course, are the Elliotts asserting claims based on liabilities of the Old GM that 

New GM concedes it did assume. The Elliotts claims have nothing to do with the Sale Order, or 

with GM’s purported with to enforce that Order, because each of the Elliotts’ claims is based in 

breaches by New GM of duties it allegedly owed to Plaintiffs and others, none of which have 

anything to do with the division of Old GM’s liabilities reflected in the Sale Order. 

In its papers to date, GM nowhere demonstrates any connection between the Elliotts’ 

factual allegations and the legal claims they assert, on the one hand, and the particular legal 

claims that New GM contends it has no liability for by virtue of the Sale Order. Instead, GM 

invites the Court simply to prejudge the issue because:  

[T]here is no need for the DC District Court to decide the Motion to Amend …for 
this Court to be able to consider the allegations in the Proposed Amended 
Complaint and decide whether their action is an Ignition Switch Action. Indeed, 
the argument itself is meritless, given that the Elliotts seek economic loss damages 
arising from a pre-petition vehicle…and the words “ignition switch” appear on 
almost every page of their 33-Page draft Proposed Amended Complaint.” 30 

                                                
29 That is, to observe the boundaries of GM’s interpretation of the Sale Order in its Motion to Enforce. Plaintiffs in 
no way mean to indicate that they agree with GM’s interpretation of its liabilities under that document and those 
proceedings. They do not. 
30 The Elliotts continue to believe that it would have been more reasonable to consider their arguments in a more 
measured way, without the extreme time restrictions that the Court has imposed, and particularly on the basis of 
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From the premise that New GM is protected from lawsuits that are based on Old GM’s 

liabilities that it did not assume, GM leaps to the unwarranted conclusion (which it apparently 

hedges for ethical reasons) that any claims made against New GM by owners of vehicles sold by 

(or even containing parts sold by) Old GM must be “Retained Liabilities”:  

To be sure, the causes of action asserted by Plaintiffs in the Ignition Switch 
Actions are varied, and in some instances, because of imprecise drafting, it is 
unclear whether there might be a viable cause of action …being asserted against 
New GM. What is clear, however, is that the crux of Plaintiffs’ claims is a 
problem in the ignition switch in vehicles and parts sold by the Old GM. Claims 
based on that factual predicate are Retained Liabilities.  
 

GM then identifies the actions it claims violate the Sale Order, including the Elliotts’ Lawsuit, in 

an en masse chart that provides no information about the lawsuits other than that they involve 

particular GM Models and presumably (inferring from the inclusion of the Elliott action) the 

factual allegations used the words “ignition switch.”  

 In order to connect that information to possible violations of the Sale Order — a critical 

step given the extraordinary relief that New GM seeks from third party non debtor lawsuits, and 

the extraordinary relief it has already been accorded in connection with the Elliotts lawsuit, GM 

would need to show not only that the lawsuits mentioning ignition switches involve pre-petition 

vehicles or parts, but also that the claims being asserted are the claims that it is protected 

against under the Sale Order. The critical question is not what year vehicles or auto parts were 

made, but whether the duties that Plaintiffs allege that New GM violated involved retained 

                                                                                                                                                       
pleadings that have actually been filed as opposed to Proposed pleadings. This way of proceeding involves the Court 
in an unconstitutional prior restraint of Plaintiffs rights to initiate lawsuits, protected as an aspect of their free speech 
rights under the First Amendment to the US Constitution. Nevertheless, given the Court’s rulings and Orders, the 
remainder of this Motion will demonstrate that the Sale Order does not bar any of the third party non-debtor claims 
that they assert against New GM in their Proposed First Amended Complaint based on New GM’s indepented duties 
to them. In any event, the Sale Order could not reach these claims without exceeding the jurisdictional authority of 
this Court.  
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liabilities of Old GM or instead, as Plaintiffs contend, involve independent duties that New GM 

owed them.  

Rather than provide this requisite analysis to connect factual allegations about ignition 

switches in pre-petition vehicles to the Court, GM purported to simply “sample” allegations it 

cherry-picked from pleadings. GM represents to the Court (in a footnote) that “[t]he allegations 

and claims asserted in the Ignition Switch Actions include Retained Liabilities such as implied 

warranty claims, successor liability claims, and miscellaneous tort and statutory claims premised 

in whole or in part on the alleged acts or omissions of Old GM.” GM’s only support for the 

conclusion is its reference to another chart purportedly containing samples of such allegations 

from select cases. Notably, GM did not include any such summaries or excerpts from the 

Elliott’s pro se pleadings.  

 Whatever its possible merits in relation to other litigants, GM’s argument is plain wrong 

with respect to the Elliotts. Respectfully, Mr. and Mrs. Elliott are entitled to individual rather 

than bulk consideration before their rights to litigate their claims are restricted or, as in the case 

of their rights to pursue a representative or class action, extinguished. They also should not to be 

presumed to be in violation of this Court’s Orders based on GM’s carefully crafted 

representations to the Court that, upon scrutiny, avoid explicitly saying anything directly about 

the Elliotts’ claims at all.  

To emphasize, GM is wrong to include the Elliott action within the ambit of its Motion to 

Enforce because the Elliotts are not complaining that Old GM sold them a vehicle with a bad 

ignition switch and that New GM is liable for that act. They complain that New GM violated its 

duties to disclose that their vehicles were dangerous to drive, in part because of the ignition 

switch defect that GM has now publicly conceded that it (or more precisely, its engineers, 
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lawyers, risk managers, and management) concealed from the Plaintiffs, the public, and 

governmental regulators. Whether the Elliotts will prevail on this theory is not for this Court to 

determine, but rather the issue to be determined is solely whether such allegations impinge in any 

way on retained liabilities of Old GM. They plainly do not.  

GM and, regrettably, the Court have thus far treated Lawrence and Celestine Elliott (and 

their counsel) as transgressors presumptively guilty of violating the Sale Order simply because 

the independent duties that they allege New GM owed to them and then breached relate to “pre-

petition” vehicles or parts.  

But legal duties are owed by persons, they do not inhere in vehicles or auto parts or other 

objects in the material world. The fact that the Elliotts’ legal claims for relief from New GM 

relate to “pre-petition” vehicles simply means that they may have had potential claims against 

Old GM, say for breach of implied warranty, common law misrepresentation, or state consumer 

protection violations, in addition to those claims they have chosen to assert. But it does not mean 

that the Elliotts are in fact asserting such claims. They are not.  

Plaintiffs’ claims do relate to “pre-petition” vehicles, but that single fact cannot act as a 

shorthand to justify neglecting the more extended consideration required to reach the ultimate 

conclusion that such claims are encompassed by the Sale Order injunction and therefore that 

Lawrence and Celestine Elliott and their counsel must necessarily be acting in violation of this 

Court’s authority by asserting such claims. Before such a conclusion can reasonably (or 

constitutionally) be reached, an analysis is necessary first to determine if their third-party non-

debtor claims assert derivative or successor liability on the part of New GM for retained liability 

of Old GM, in which case the claims may well be within the terms of the Sale Order, or if they 

are based instead on allegations that New GM violated independent duties that New GM owed to 
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the Elliotts, causing them legally cognizable harm, in which case the claims would not be, and 

constitutionally could not have been, encompassed by the Sale Order and Injunction.31 This 

analysis, which GM’s invocation of “pre-petition” vehicles and auto parts neglects, is also 

required to determine the constitutional authority of this Court because, as discussed below, 

Bankruptcy Courts have no subject matter jurisdiction over third party non-debtor claims that 

allege breaches of duties independently owed by third party non debtors such as New GM.32  

It is ironic that the Elliotts (and their counsel), who have expended great effort to comply 

with this Court’s Sale Order, and accordingly have made every effort to avoid making any claims 

that could arguably be within the terms of this Court’s injunction,33 have nevertheless been 

treated as presumptive violators of the Order solely and exclusively because they make claims 

against New GM on behalf of owners of “pre-petition” vehicles (or, if Plaintiffs understand, 

maybe even pre-petition auto parts in post-petition vehicles). Surely neither GM nor the Court 

interpret the Sale Order to enjoin these third-party non-debtor claims because the such parties 

                                                
31 Presumably New GM will argue that it owed no such duties, and it may win that argument. But the relevant 
question before this Court is not whether the Elliotts claims will withstand legal challenge, that is, whether there is a 
legal basis for the duties they allege were owed and breached, but more narrowly whether the allegations are 
essentially of breaches of independent or derivative duties.  
32 The Court of Appeals has admonished the lower courts to conduct this analysis:  

In our view, the jurisdictional analysis by the lower courts falls short for several reasons…The 
courts below appeared to view the jurisdictional inquiry as a factual one: if the direct actions 
"arose out of" or are "related to" the Manville-Travelers relationship, then the court had 
jurisdiction. But the factual determination was only half of the equation. The nature and extent of 
Travelers' duty to the Direct Action plaintiffs is a function of state law. Neither court looked to the 
laws of the states where the claims arose to determine if indeed Travelers did have an independent 
legal duty in its dealing with plaintiffs, notwithstanding the factual background in which the duty 
arose. … it is evident that Plaintiffs' Direct Action claims constitute independent tort actions… 
[And even] the states' unwillingness to recognize these actions does not vest a federal court with 
jurisdiction to enjoin all such future claims.  

In re Johns Manville Corp., 517 F.3d 52, 66 (2d Cir. 2008), vacated & remanded on other grounds, 557 U.S. 137 
(2009), aff'g in part & rev'g in part, 600 F.3d 135 (2d Cir. 2010) ("Manville III"). 
33 GM can’t have it both ways—the careful compliance with this Court’s Sale Order is not “artful pleading around 
the Sale Order” but compliance with it. 
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could have asserted claims in alleged violation of the Sale Order but chose not to.34 And surely 

no reasonable interpretation of the Sale Order would read it to immunize New GM from all civil 

liability for its alleged criminal and reckless endangerment of the public safety and the lives of 

Mr. and Mrs. Elliott, their families, and millions of other drivers, passengers and bystanders who 

may come into contact with GM vehicles posing imminent and unreasonable danger of inflicting 

personal injury and property damage. New GM has already admitted that New GM decided to 

conceal rather than to disclose the risks about which the Elliotts complain, as part of an episode 

of gross corporate misconduct, plaintiffs allege, perpetuated through a criminal enterprise 

engaged in various acts of racketeering activity systematically designed to conceal and minimize 

the risks posed by GM vehicles. Plaintiffs claims center around that concealment by New GM. 

Whether the Elliotts prevail may depend on whether the courts who ultimately hear their claims 

agree that GM owed them a duty to disclose in these circumstances, and that the alleged 

concealment breached that duty. But the ultimate legal merits of the Elliotts allegations have 

nothing to do with the question here—do the Elliotts’ claims rest on duties they allege the New 

GM owed them, independent of any duties that it may or may not have assumed from the Old 

GM? Because they implicate no successor, transferee, or derivative liability of Old GM, they 

have nothing whatsoever to do with the Sale Order transaction. 

The Elliotts have never asserted, and do not seek now in their pending Motion to Amend 

their pro se pleading pending before the United States District Court for the District of Columbia 

                                                
34 The Elliotts and their counsel believed that a reasonable way to proceed to decide these important substantive 
questions would be to do so on the basis of a set of pleadings drafted by counsel, rather than the pro se pleadings. 
See letter of June 30 (Dkt. 12740). As we now understand it, the Court intends to conduct this inquiry on the basis of 
the Elliotts’ proposed pleading that have not yet been accepted for filing in the Elliott action. While insisting to this 
Court that the Elliotts are violating the authority of this Court simply by seeking to amend their pro se pleadings in 
the face of GM’s pending motion to dismiss that action, GM opposes the Elliotts’ motion to clarify their pleadings 
yet insists that this Court conduct its analysis on the basis of such proposed pleadings. Plaintiffs oppose this way of 
proceeding as an unconstitutional prior restraint on their free speech and due process rights.  
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to assert, any claims that derive from, succeed from, or arose at any time against Old GM. They 

make no claims whatsoever that relate to any liabilities that Old GM retained under the Sale 

Order, or to conduct engaged in by Old GM, or to New GM’s liability for Old GM’s conduct or 

inaction. Unlike other actions against New GM related to the ignition switch defect that this 

Court has considered, the Elliotts do not seek to charge New GM with liability for the 

wrongdoing of Old GM in any way whatsoever.  

In light of their advanced years, the prospect of indefinite and unpredictable delay in 

resolving the issues pending in this forum relating to whether the Sale Order bars derivative or 

successor product liability, fraud, and/or consumer protection claims, and taking into account the 

Elliotts’ judgment that New GM’s independent, non-derivative liability for injuries caused to the 

Elliotts and others by New GM’s own acts of criminal reckless endangerment in concealing 

safety defects threatening imminent and unreasonable risk of death or serious bodily injury is so 

clear, the Elliotts have made a considered judgment to forgo, for now, any claims that they might 

have asserted based on their purchase of and/or Old GM’s sale of their vehicles. They make no 

claims whatsoever in connection with the purchase of their vehicles, whether based on breach of 

warranty, misrepresentation, fraud, false advertising, negligent design, consumer protection 

violations, or strict product liability for a defective design, and they assert no claims that might 

have arisen at the time of or in connection with their purchase of and Old GM’s sale of their 

vehicles. Nor do they allege fraudulent concealment by the Old GM from this Court or from any 

other party of any information. The resolution of the “Threshold Issues” in this Court will have 

has absolutely no relevance to any legal or factual claim the Elliotts assert. The Elliott action is 

simply not “related,” see 28 U.S.C. § 157(a) to anything this Court has before it.  
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Instead, the Elliotts allege breaches of duties solely owed by New GM to the Elliotts and 

others, wholly apart from any transaction that New GM may have had with Old GM, or that the 

Elliotts or those they seek to represent may have had with Old GM. Because the Elliotts’ claims 

do not derive from Old GM’s liability to them in any way, and because the terms of the Sale 

Order, and GM’s motion itself, concern claims (perhaps alleged by other plaintiffs, but not by the 

Elliotts) purporting to hold New GM liable for retained liabilities of Old GM, the Elliotts’ action 

should not be part of these proceedings, and dismissal should be granted as requested on the 

ground that the Elliott action is not an “ignition switch action” potentially encompassed by the 

Court’s Sale Order injunction, and therefore Mr. and Mrs. Elliotts’ lawsuit is not within the 

proper subject of GM’s Motion to Enforce.  

3.  This Court Lacks Subject Matter Jurisdiction over the Elliotts’ claims against the  
 New GM.  

a. GM Bears the Burden of Establishing this Court’s Subject Matter Jurisdiction.  

Federal courts are courts of limited jurisdiction. See U.S. Const. art. III, § 2, cl. 1; 

Kokkonen v. Guardian Life Ins. Co., 511 U.S. 375, 377 (1994). The “burden of establishing the 

contrary rests upon the party asserting jurisdiction.” Id. 

b. The Elliotts Claims Do Not “Relate to” Any Proceeding Before the Court. 

28 U.S.C. § 1334 provides for original jurisdiction in the district courts for "all cases 

under title 11" and "all civil proceedings arising under title 11, or arising in or related to cases 

under title 11.” The technical jurisdiction issue presented is whether the Elliotts’ claims against 

New GM “relate to” any proceeding properly before the Court, in that their claims themselves 

assuredly do not “arise in” the proceedings that Old GM initiated. While jurisdiction to Enforce 

the Sale Order may uncontroversially be exercised under §105, the broad powers of §105 create 

no independent jurisdiction. The ancillary jurisdiction courts possess to enforce their own orders 
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"is itself limited by the jurisdictional limits of the order sought to be enforced." In re Fairchild 

Aircraft Corp., 184 B.R. 910, 916 (Bankr. W.D. Tex. 1995) (citing Zerand-Bernal Group, Inc. v. 

Cox, 23 F.3d 159, 163 (7th Cir. 1994); Matter of Mooney Aircraft, Inc., 730 F.2d 367, 374-75 

(5th Cir. 1984)), vacated on other grounds, 220 B.R. 909 (Bankr. W.D. Tex. 1998). ; see In re 

Quigley Co., Inc., 676 F.3d 45 (2d Cir. 2012). 

The Second Circuit has repeatedly warned lower Court’s to exercise particular care when 

healthy non-debtors sought the to avail themselves of the protective power of the Bankruptcy 

courts and that made clear that this Court’s “related to” jurisdiction is limited to power over 

litigants in proceedings only when the outcome of that proceeding could conceivably have any 

effect on the estate being administered in bankruptcy. See Manville II, 517 F.3d at 66; In re 

Cuyahoga Equip. Corp., 980 F.2d 110, 114 (2d Cir. 1992) ("The test for determining whether 

litigation has a significant connection with a pending bankruptcy [sufficient to confer bankruptcy 

jurisdiction] is whether its outcome might have any conceivable effect on the bankrupt estate." 

(internal quotation marks omitted)). In re Quigley Co., Inc., 676 F.3d 45 (2d Cir. 2012) (“’related 

to’ jurisdiction to enjoin a third party dispute exists where the subject of the third party dispute is 

property of the estate, or the dispute would have an effect on the estate.”) (internal quotation 

marks omitted), see also In re Old Carco LLC, 492 B.R. 392, 405 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2013) 

(“Nevertheless, the law may impose a separate duty to warn on New Chrysler,” and there would 

in such circumstances be no subject matter jurisdiction over third party claims against New 

Chrysler), see also In re Dreir, 429 B.R. 112, 133 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2010) (“While the Bar Order 

is limited to creditors and parties in interest in the LLP and Dreier cases, these parties may also 

have direct claims against GSO”) (emphasis added); see also In re Grumman, 445 B.R. 243 

(Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2011) (“§ 362(f) authorizes the Court to absolve the buyer of in personam 
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liability for pre-confirmation claims in a chapter 11 case. The rule does not extend to potential 

future tort claims of the type now asserted by the Fredericos, and the GM sale order did not grant 

the buyer this relief.”)  

 In the particular context of third party claims against non-debtors, like those that the 

Elliotts assert against New GM, the at least one part of the rule for determining “related to” 

jurisdiction, and thus the constitutional bounds of this Court’s power, is crystal clear and easy to 

apply: When the third-party’s claims against a non-debtor rest on independent duties that the 

non-debtor allegedly owed the third party, rather than derivative, successor, or transferee duties 

of the debtor, there is no Bankruptcy Court subject matter jurisdiction over the dispute without 

an affirmative showing of some conceivable impact on the res of the bankrupt. In re Johns-

Manville Corp., 517 F.3d 52, 65 (2d Cir. 2008) ("Manville II"), vacated & remanded on other 

grounds, 129 S. Ct. 2195, 174 L. Ed. 2d 99 (2009), aff'g in part & rev'g in part, 600 F.3d 135, 

2010 U.S. App. LEXIS 5877, 2010 WL 1007832 (2d Cir. Mar. 22, 2010) ("Manville III"); In re 

Zale Corp., 62 F.3d 746 (5th Cir. 1995); In re Kubly, 818 F.2d 643, 645 (7th Cir. 1987). 

Nor can the good intentions of a bankruptcy court to protect the seller of a bankrupt’s assets to 

help it achieve “global peace” replace the necessity for a prior determination that subject matter 

jurisdiction, some connection to the bankrupt, be shown when a non-debtor like GM seeks its 

extraordinary protection: 

The district court emphasized the bankruptcy court's declaration that its "repeated 
use of the term[s] 'arising out of' and 'related to' [was] not gratuitous or 
superfluous; they were meant to provide . . . global finality for Travelers. But 
global finality is only as "global" as the bankruptcy court's jurisdiction. A court's 
ability to provide finality to a third-party is defined by its jurisdiction, not its good 
intentions. 
 

In re Johns Manville Corp., 517 F.3d at 66 (2d Cir. 2008). 
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The power of Bankruptcy Courts to act equitably and do justice has roots in ancient 

powers of the equity court. But the constitutional jurisdiction of the Court runs out thankfully at 

least at the point where, as in the case in bar, the power is called upon, not to extend empathy 

and care to an ailing person or entity struggling to survive, but rather to put the shield of the Stay 

at the disposal of a robust multi-national corporation accused of historic acts of corporate 

misconduct so that it is able to shield itself from the claims that an elderly District couple of 

limited means filed on a pro se basis once they became convinced their GM cars were unsafe and 

New GM knew it and never told them. Respectfully, this Court has no jurisdiction over their 

claims and New GM may not utilize the extraordinary Stay power of this Court simply as a tool 

in its quest to tamp down its potential liability for its wrongdoing.  

For similar reasons, were the Court to reach the issue, New GM is not entitled to the 

equitable remedy of a stay because it is unlikely to success in its Motion to Enforce against the 

Elliotts, for the reasons stated above, the balance of the equities starkly favor the Elliots who 

seek in their lawsuit the basic transportation to provide for their families and themselves, and 

who seek to protect the public safety, and the administrative convenience that GM cites is less 

irreparable that the Elliotts lost time with their families, and the lost and shattered lives that 

Elliotts allege will continue as the cost of GM’s wrongdoing. 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
__________/s/___________ 
Daniel Hornal 
Talos Law 
D.C Bar #1005381 
705 4th St. NW #403 
Washington, DC 20001 
(202) 709-9662 
daniel@taloslaw.com 
Attorney for Plaintiffs  
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UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 
---------------------------------------------------------------X 
In re       :  Chapter 11 

:  
MOTORS LIQUIDATION COMPANY, et al.,  :  Case No.: 09-50026 (REG) 
           f/k/a General Motors Corp., et al. : 

: 
Debtors.  : (Jointly Administered) 

---------------------------------------------------------------x 
 

Order 
 
Upon consideration of the Elliotts’ motion to dismiss for lack of subject matter, it is 

hereby ORDERED that the Elliotts are released from the jurisdiction of this court. 

 
So Ordered 
 
_________________________________ 
Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on this 12th of June, 2014, a copy of the foregoing motion and proposed 

order was filed with the Clerk of the court and also served via CM/ECF upon all parties. 

 
 

__________/s/___________ 
Daniel Hornal 

Talos Law 
D.C Bar #1005381 

705 4th St. NW #403 
Washington, DC 20001 

(202) 709-9662 
daniel@taloslaw.com 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
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UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

 
 

--------------------------------------------------------------X 
       : 
In re       :  Chapter 11 

:  
MOTORS LIQUIDATION COMPANY, et al.,  :  Case No.: 09-50026 (REG) 
          f/k/a General Motors Corp., et al. : 

: 
Debtors.  : (Jointly Administered) 

       : 
--------------------------------------------------------------X 
 
 
 

DECLARATION OF GARY PELLER 

 

I, Gary Peller, do hereby solemnly affirm and declare on oath that:  

1. I have served as a Professor of Law since 1982: at the University of Virginia School of 

Law (1982-1986 as Assistant Professor 1986-1989 as Professor), at the Georgetown University 

Law Center (1989-present) and as a visiting professor at the University of Texas School of Law 

(1988-1989) and the University of Utah School of Law (1998). 

2. Prior to my work as a Professor of Law, I spent two years as Law Clerk to the Honorable 

Morris E. Lasker in the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York 

(1980-1982).  

3. I am a member of the Bars of the State of Maryland, the United States District Court for 

the District of Maryland, and the United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit, and Of 

Counsel at Katz, Marshall & Banks, in Washington, D.C. 

4. I served as Co-Lead Counsel: Hill-Rodriguez v. BlueHippo Funding, LLC, 06-0750 (D. 

Md.), 07-1542 (4th Cir. 2007), Ray v. BlueHippo Funding LLC, 06-1654 (N.D. Ca. 2006), 
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Purdie v. ACE Cash Express, In, Inc., 3:01-cv-01754 (N.D. Tex.), Brown v. ACE Case Express, 

Inc., S-01-2674 (D.Md.); Counsel for Appellants: Aiello v. Grasmick, 1998 U&.S. App. LEXIS 

12098, Gadsby v. Grasmick, 109 F.3d 940 (1997); Executive Committee and Class Co-Counsel: 

In re: American Family Publishers Business Practices Litigation, 98 M.D.L 1235 (D.N.J. 1999) 

5. On June 14, 2014, I left the Washington, D.C. metro area for a long-planned three-week 

vacation.  

6. On June 17, 2014, Mr. Lawrence Elliott and Mrs. Celestine Elliott retained me as counsel 

in their, originally pro se, action against General Motors LLC, Elliott v. General Motors LLC, 

1:14-cv-00691 (D.D.C. Apr 23, 2014) (hereinafter Elliott).  

7. On June 17, 2014, I contacted Mr. Robert Ryland to inform him that the Elliotts had 

retained us as counsel. In our conversation, we discussed GM’s proposed Joint Motion to stay 

the Elliotts’ action.  

8. On June 17, 2014, I e-mailed Mr. Ryland to confirm our retention and his request a copy 

of the proposed motion so that we could mark it up – as per our earlier conversation. 

9. Upon retention, I, immediately examined the dockets that might be relevant to the case: 

Elliott, Motors, In re: General Motors LLC Ignition Switch Litigation, 2543 (U.S.J.P.M.L. Mar 

24, 2014), and In re: General Motors LLC Ignition Switch Litigation, 1:14-md-02543 (S.D.N.Y 

Jun 12, 2014).  

10. The following eleven individuals worked with me and may be subject to the Court’s 

Contempt Power under the provisions of the Order Staying and Restraining Lawrence and 

Celestine Elliott, and their Counsel, from Further Proceeding with their Ignition Switch Action, 

Except as Expressly Set Forth Herein (hereinafter “Restraining Order”), see Order Staying and 

Restraining Lawrence and Celestine Elliott, and their Counsel, from Proceeding with their 
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Ignition Switch Action, Except as Expressly Set Forth Herein (In re Motors Liquidation, 1:09-

bk-50026 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. Jun 01, 2009, Doc. No. 12763) (hereinafter Motors): Lawrence 

Elliott, Celestine Elliott, Daniel Hornal, four members of Mr. Hornal’s staff, two members of my 

staff, and myself. 

11. After review of the Elliott docket, it became clear to us that the Elliotts were exposed to 

GM’s pending Motion to Dismiss (Elliott, Doc. 3). 

12. We reasoned that our first priority should be amending the Elliotts’ pro se complaint to 

clarify their claims and legal grounds therefore; we believed that the District of Columbia 

District Court, and, if necessary this Court, the United States Judicial Panel on Multidistrict 

Litigation, and the Southern District of New York District Court, would all prefer to make any 

determinations about the nature of the Elliotts’ claims on the basis of clear allegations drafted by 

competent counsel rather than on the basis of pro se papers, and we believed we urgently needed 

to protect the Elliotts from dismissal on the basis of their pro se complaint.  

13. In review of the Motors docket, we found General Motors’ Motion to Enforce the Court’s 

July 5, 2009 Sale Order and Injunction (hereinafter “Motion to Enforce”) (Motors, Doc. 12620).   

14. After familiarizing ourselves with the dockets as best we could in the limited time 

available to us, we engaged in extensive consultation with the Elliotts – taking significant time to 

explain the complication that their lawsuit had met, including the proceedings in this Court, as 

well as the potential that all or part of their claims may be consolidated with and transferred into 

the pending MDL in the SDNY.  

15. After such consultation with the Elliotts, who are in their mid-to-late seventies, it became 

clear that, given the Elliotts’ advanced age, we could not afford to wait for the scope of the Sale 

Order and Injunction to be established before seeking relief for our clients. The Elliotts, 
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therefore, opted to, temporarily at least, forego any claims whose assertion could even arguably 

violate the Sale Order.  

16. On June 18, I contacted Mr. Robert Ryland by e-mail again to request GM’s consent to 

amend the pro se Complaint the Elliotts’ had originally filed.  

17. After a conversation with Mr. Leonid Feller on June 18th, I understood GM’s position to 

be that no action could be taken in Elliott because of the Court’s May 16 Scheduling Order that 

the action be stayed.   

18. Mr. Feller and I conferred throughout the following days, on the 19th, 20th, and 23rd of 

June, but were unable to agree on the applicability of the May 16 Scheduling Order to the 

Elliotts’ claims. While plaintiffs were willing to enter into a joint motion that more narrowly 

stayed the claims appropriately within the purview of the Bankruptcy Court (Motors, 2968), 

Counsel for GM insisted that any joint motion must be signed as proposed by GM, without 

alterations.  

19. Mr. Feller insisted that I was confusing the MDL procedure with the Bankruptcy 

procedure when I insisted that the Elliotts’ lawsuit was not an “ignition switch action” in the 

terms of GM’s bankruptcy proceeding. Mr. Feller insisted that the MDL was limited to ignition 

switch actions, but the bankruptcy proceeding was not.  

20. Mr. Feller also insisted that the assertion of any claims relating to retained liabilities 

would be a violation of the Sale Order Injunction.  

21. During the meet and confer process, Mr. feller suggested to me and to co-counsel on 

different occasions that an appropriate solution would be to withdraw the Elliotts’ lawsuit and re-

file it as a new lawsuit. In counsel’s judgment, the only purpose this would serve would be to 

allow GM to try its luck at the case getting assigned to a judge they prefer.  
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22. On June 20, 2014 we filed our Motion for an Order Deferring Consideration of 

Defendant’s Pending Motion to Dismiss (Elliott, Doc. No. 14) but had been unable to obtain the 

consent of counsel for GM before that point.  

23. On June 23, 2014 I still had not received a copy of the proposed joint motion that I might 

mark up in order to facilitate negotiation. That afternoon I received such a copy and began to 

review it in order to propose revisions.  

24. On June 24, I received an e-mail from Mr. Feller informing me that unless plaintiffs 

executed and returned the draft motion by 2pm that afternoon in substantially the same form, 

GM would be filing a Supplemental Response in the Bankruptcy Court (Motors, Doc. No. 

12735) seeking to include the matter at the July 2 hearing.  

25. Finding the proposed joint statement too broad, plaintiffs were unable to comply, and 

GM filed the Supplemental Response by General Motors LLC in Connection with Stay 

Procedures Set Forth In the Courts May 16, 2014 Scheduling Order (Motors, Doc. No. 12735) on 

June 24, 2014. The inclusion of the matter at the July 2, 2014, hearing left counsel very little 

time to prepare to advocate on behalf of Mr. and Mrs. Elliott at the hearing, submit the requisite 

papers, and – as the proposed First Amended Complaint was not submitted until June 28, 2014 – 

continue researching and drafting Mr. and Mrs. Elliott’s revised complaint.  

26. On July 27, 2014, Mr. Feller confirmed that our issue would be included in the July 2, 

2014, hearing.  

27. With the benefit of the Motion to Enforce, counsel researched choice of law provisions 

and then the applicable consumer protection provisions and common law theories that were 

applicable to the conduct of New GM directly – independently of any of any claims against Old 
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GM, against New GM for liability retained thereby, or against New GM for liability as a 

successor in interest to Old GM.  

28. In our research, we learned that the District of Columbia’s Consumer Protection 

Procedures Act (DCCPPA) entitled the Elliotts, and all others within the District’s jurisdiction, 

to a uniquely broad range of relief. See D.C. Code § 28-3905(k)(2)(E). Additionally, the 

DCCPPA’s “representative action” provisions accord the Elliotts the right to act as 

representatives to protect the public interest.  

29. Upon further consultation with the Elliotts, it was determined that, in the event their 

action were consolidated with others, they wished to ensure that DC residents, as unique 

beneficiaries of the favorable DCCPPA, were treated fairly in any pre-trial matters – particularly 

in any certification of a nationwide class that might impinge on the due process rights of DC 

residents by denying them the benefits that DC law affords them – and for this purpose, opted to 

file the Amended Complaint as a representative and class action.  

30. This required further, time-consuming, research into the filing of class allegations and 

representative actions.  

31. In reviewing the related dockets, and documents pertaining to New GM’s concealment of 

the risks of which the Elliotts complain, counsel began to suspect that New GM and Delphi had 

been engaged in a criminal enterprise committing various acts of racketeering activity 

systematically designed to conceal and minimize those risks. This prompted further, extensive, 

research into Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations law.  

32. On June 28, 2014, after hours of painstaking drafting designed to comply with the July 5, 

2009 Sale Order and Injunction, we filed a Motion for Leave to File a First Amended Complaint 

in the District of Columbia District Court. (Elliott, Doc. No. 15) 
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33. Aware that my clients did not have access to safe vehicles – given the various recalls on, 

and safety risks inherent in, both of their GM vehicles – I spoke with counsel for General 

Motors, Mr. Leonid Feller, about my concerns for the safety of my clients and the residents of 

the District of Columbia in light of GM’s failure to take measures to expeditiously get the 

dangerous vehicles it had failed to recall off the roads. I understood, from that conversation, that 

GM was providing rental cars free of charge, and that the Elliotts would be able to obtain one 

simply by contacting a dealer.  

34. Because I did not want our 78-year-old client to have to arrange this, I attempted to do so 

on his behalf. I spent almost five hours speaking to person after person in the service 

departments of four different GM dealers in the nearby area, none of whom were familiar with 

such a rental program. I was placed on hold several times, connected with voicemail boxes of 

apparently random people at the dealers – none of whom returned my calls – and directed 

through non-functioning phone trees leading to nowhere. When I finally reached someone 

familiar with GM’s rental car promise, that person insisted Mr. Elliott drive his dangerous 

vehicle to the dealership. I was not comfortable asking my elderly client to do so 

35. On June 30th, following my fruitless efforts to obtain a rental car for the Elliotts, I 

contacted Mr. Ryland and Mr. Feller by e-mail requesting the GM arrange a free rental and make 

arrangements to have that rental car dropped off at the Elliotts’ home and the Cobalt transported 

to a GM dealership by GM.  

36. On June 30th a member of my staff contacted three more area dealerships. One dealer 

insisted that the program to provide vehicles had been canceled, and two (not the Elliotts’ closest 

dealerships) acknowledged the rental program but insisted that the Elliotts would be limited to 

working with their closest local dealerships.    
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37. On July 1, GM moved to transfer Elliott into the “Ignition Switch” Multidistrict 

Litigation in the Southern District of New York.  

38. On July 2, 2014, a member of my staff made one final attempt, but we have, as yet, been 

unable to successfully obtain the rental vehicles that the Elliotts needed as the GM dealers were 

unable to obtain a rental car with the “handicap” plates our clients required.  

39. Only July 7, 2014, I contacted Designated Counsel Edward Weisfelner, Howard Steel, 

Sander Esserman, and Peter Lockwood by telephone. I also contacted Elizabeth Cabreser and 

Todd Walburg, lead counsel for plaintiffs in the proceedings in In re General Motors LLC 

Ignition Switch Litigation, 1:14-md-02542 (S.D.N.Y. Jun. 12, 2014), by e-mail seeking 

coordination and advice.  

40. On July 8, 2014, in the face of the Court’s July 8, 2014 Restraining Order, see Order 

Restraining Lawrence and Celestine Elliott, and their Counsel, from Further Proceeding with 

Their Ignition Switch Action, Except as Expressly Set Forth Herein (In re Motors Liquidation, 

Doc. No. 12763, July 08, 2014), I contacted more experienced colleagues in the academic and 

public interest communities regarding how best to advice my clients.  

41. Only July 10, 2014, I was able to speak to Howard Steel by telephone, and in e-mail 

correspondence began discussing coordination.   

42. During the period from June 28, 2014, when the Elliotts submitted their Motion to 

Amend to the District Court, until that time of this filing, I have devoted approximately over one 

hundred hours to drafting pleadings, conducting and supervising legal research, drafting letters to 

the Court, and conferring with co-counsel regarding the proceedings in this Court.   

43. Counsel did not understand the Court to have instructed counsel to provide the requisite 

legal notice of the Court’s Order to any other party, and I have not done so. 
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/s/ Gary Peller 

Georgetown University Law Center 
600 New Jersey Avenue, NW 
Washington, D.C., 20001 
peller@georgetown.edu 
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Ad

District of DeBonis

The lousy state of D.C.’s streets explained in
14 slides and two charts

By Mike DeBonis  July 9  á  

On Tuesday, D.C. Council member Mary M. Cheh (D-Ward 3) invited city

transportation officials to fill her in on the state of the city’s streets. After a

long, cold winter, complaints about the pocked condition of city roadways

have risen even higher than usual, Cheh said, and the officials needed to

provide answers.

Here are a few, courtesy of a District Department of Transportation slide

show.

The District has more than 4,000 lane-miles of roadway. (A lane-mile is a

mile of pavement one lane wide; i.e., a mile-long stretch of four-lane street

equals four lane-miles.) About half are eligible to be maintained with federal

funds; the other half are not.

DDOT rates the condition of every lane-mile of pavement using this gizmo.

The pavement is rated according to a “Pavement Condition Index” from

zero to 100, ranging from the truly awful …

Follow
 @mikedebonis

Advertisement
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… to the merely subpar …

… to the downright fabulous.

According to the city’s own statistics, about one-quarter of the pavement in

the city is in “poor,” “very poor” or “failed” condition. Roughly another

quarter is in “fair” condition, with about half in “good” or “excellent”

condition.

Pavement eligible for federal maintenance funds, not surprisingly, tends to

be in better condition.

While local lane-miles account for 53 percent of the city total, they only get

one-half to two-thirds the funding that federal lane-miles do.

So who decided which streets get fixed? DDOT says it strives for a “fact-

based allocation of funds” based on the Pavement Condition Index, but also

the amount of traffic involved, “community input” and “unforeseen

emergencies.” The upshot, the agency said, is that “non-critical” repairs can

be put off “for months or potentially years.”

Streets can undergo various types of repair, ranging from a full

reconstruction, where the roadway is rebuilt from the ground up, to a less-

intensive resurfacing …
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… to a still-less-intensive “slurry seal” …

… to a basic “crack seal.”

The more intensive the repair, the more it costs.

Only a small fraction of the city’s street and roads are repaved in a given

year. In 2014, less than 50 lane-miles of pavement were paved or patched

(not including filled potholes).

So what is to be done about the city’s lousy streets?

Every year, DDOT touts its “Potholepalooza” pothole-filling blitz, but those

efforts can’t turn a fair-rated road into an excellent-rated one. Only more

aggressive and more expensive paving projects can do that. But only a tiny

percentage of the transportation department’s budget is spent on paving

projects on streets not eligible for federal highway funds. This fiscal year, for

instance, only $6.7 million of the $148 million DDOT capital budget is set

aside for local street paving; compare that to the $63 million earmarked for

the streetcar program or even the $8.6 million budgeted for streetlight

management.

Now, $73 million is earmarked in federal-aid funds for major street repair

projects on federal roadways — but, again, not all of that is purely for

paving, and that’s only a fraction of the overall $253 million total federal-

aid budget.
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Both Acting DDOT Director Matthew Brown and Chief Engineer

Muhammed Khalid acknowledged Tuesday that more money would help

improve the condition of local roads, and Cheh actually boosted the local

funding levels to $8.8 million — from $612,000 per ward to $1 million —

for the next fiscal year, which starts Oct. 1. Again, some perspective: That’s

still only 4.4 percent of DDOT’s $199 million capital budget. Meanwhile, the

amount budgeted for major repairs on federal-eligible roadways is going

down to $56 million — a nominal cut of 23 percent.
Advertisement

The upshot: With big-ticket projects like the streetcar system and the

rebuilding of the Frederick Douglass Bridge sucking up dollars, basic street

paving is pretty far down the list of priorities for DDOT’s funding and

attention. Particularly if you live on a local street, your best bets are to be a

squeaky wheel or hope your pavement is in such bad shape the city can’t

ignore it any more.

Mike DeBonis covers local politics and government for The Washington Post. He also

writes a blog and a political analysis column that runs on Fridays.
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1           So what we're struggling with is even with the

2 benefit of the Valukas report and, as we all know, there are

3 more items coming out seemingly every day in the press from

4 various government investigations and other events, we --

5 it's not so clear and I'm not sure the stipulation, you

6 know, process is going to produce facts -- stipulated facts

7 about senior level knowledge.

8           And, again, I'm very open to continuing the

9 process and we'll work at it and work at it hard, but it may

10 be a decision point when we're back here in August whether

11 or not on the plaintiffs' side and on the GUC trust and

12 Wilmington side we're comfortable that there's enough of a

13 record to give Your Honor what we think should be a full

14 enough record, and that some limited discovery may be

15 necessary to test out how senior the knowledge goes without

16 conceding whether or not we're required to show it.

17           With respect to the remedy and the due -- and the

18 fraud on the Court issue, again, from the perspective of the

19 Groman plaintiffs we see them as somewhat similar in terms

20 of the record that Your Honor, we think, ought to have to

21 decide those issues which is that we think it does expand

22 the inquiry in two ways, two basic ways.

23           One is that it implicates -- how shall I say --

24 well, to use Mr. Steinberg's term, mens rea.  You know, how

25 bad was this.  I'll just leave it at that.
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1 but those are the threshold issues.

2           THE COURT:  And either you or your opponents or

3 both are going to address decisions like my Castillo

4 decision?

5           MR. STEINBERG:  Yes.

6           THE COURT:  Where I dealt with somewhat similar

7 issues?

8           MR. STEINBERG:  That's correct.  The other thing

9 that Your Honor was correct also in pointing out to our

10 brief where we reviewed the complaint, we reviewed the

11 allegations.  It's clear that what they're alleging is Old

12 GM's conduct as it relates to the potential liability for

13 what they -- for the vehicles they bought -- successor

14 liability, because that word is actually in their complaint

15 a couple of different occasions -- Old GM vehicles and Old

16 GM parts, and that, by definition, implicates the sale order

17 and injunction.

18           And, once the sale order and injunction is

19 implicated, they never should have brought their action, but

20 they now have brought their action.  It's up to Your Honor,

21 as the person who had exclusive jurisdiction, to determine

22 how these claims are to be resolved.

23           This morning's hearing was how these claims are

24 going to be resolved, by bifurcating and dealing with the

25 threshold issues.  They are not anywhere different than
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1 to put a gun to your head to give you a deadline to do it,

2 but I would appreciate an answer as soon as practical, and

3 you should advise my chambers with a copy of your

4 communication to Mr. Steinberg and all of the parties who I

5 heard from today as to whether you would like to take an

6 appeal.  If you do, I will write an opinion on it, but, in

7 the nature of the way that I have to triage my matters, I've

8 found that, very often, when I summarize a ruling orally,

9 that it's sufficient, except for an appellate record, and

10 then, I'll decide whether I need to write to assist an

11 appellate Court.

12           I am ruling more specifically that the sale order

13 now applies, though it's possible, without prejudging any

14 issues, that, after I hear from the other 87 litigants, I

15 might ultimately rule that it does not apply to some kinds

16 of claims and that, even if the sale order didn't apply,

17 that New GM would be entitled to a preliminary injunction

18 temporarily staying the Phaneuf plaintiffs' action from

19 going forward, pending a determination by me on the other 87

20 litigants' claims under the standards articulated by the

21 circuit in Jackson Dairy (sic) and its progeny (sic).

22           My findings of fact, conclusions of law, and bases

23 for the exercise of my discretion will be summarized now and

24 more fully set forth if you decide you want to take an

25 appeal.  All of the facts with respect to the Phaneuf
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1 any other theory that has been asserted by any of the 87

2 plaintiffs.  It actually is the same 1(e) issue that we had

3 before, which is if they want to claim that the new GM is

4 responsible for something that happened relating to a 2006

5 vehicle, even if it doesn't involve an ignition switch, it's

6 -- if it's the compressor or something else like that, which

7 is also in their complaint.

8           So maybe the MDL takes it or maybe it doesn't.

9 But it implicates the MSPA.  It's implicates your sale order

10 injunction.  It's a pre-petition vehicle and old GM's view

11 and I say it, I say it with the same caveat I had before,

12 the MSPA listed three categories for which we assume

13 everything else we didn't assume.  This doesn't fall into

14 any of the three categories.

15           I won't argue anything more than that other than

16 that I'm happy for them to treat this as a no stay pleading.

17 I'm happy to make the same arguments that I did in the

18 Phaneuf action.  I actually think they should be withdrawing

19 their class action complaint.  If they actually want to re-

20 file an Elliott complaint that is specific only to the

21 Elliotts and not new parties and clarifies what a pro se

22 plaintiff would do, I probably would consent to do that as

23 well, too, so that there's a clear pleading onboard.

24           But I'm not consenting for them to go forward,

25 make this a class action, come ahead of everybody, and
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1           First of all, the stay stipulation applies whether

2 it's filed with a Court or not.  So, the pro se client was

3 actually bound by it just as a technical matter.

4           The second thing is the stay stipulation requires

5 them to do those acts that are necessary to implement the

6 stay stipulation which meant that they were required to

7 consent to the motion.  We prepared the motion.  We gave

8 them the motion.  He refused to comment on the motion.

9 Instead filed the complaint before Justice Jackson and is

10 now soliciting clients to try to sue new GM with respect to

11 pre-petition vehicles.

12           That's what's happening here.  I agree with Your

13 Honor insofar that if the tentative said he wants to file a

14 no stay stipulation in view of the Phaneuf ruling.  Fine.

15 Let him do it.  Let him articulate what his theory is and

16 we'll respond.  But don't, in effect, take advantage of the

17 fact that you violated the sale order and injunction, give

18 something and then say, that's why I want to announce the

19 truce.  He should be required to withdraw that action and I

20 said before, if he wants to clarify an individual action on

21 behalf of the Elliotts, let him do that.  I think we would

22 consent if this was an individual action on behalf of the

23 Elliotts.  It will say ignition switch on almost every page.

24           That's what this complaint says as well, too.

25           THE COURT:  All right.
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For Release: Thursday, April 24, 7:30 a.m. EDT

GM Reports First Quarter Net Income of $0.1 Billion
Net income reduced by recall charge and special items

x EBIT-adjusted of $0.5 billion, reduced by $1.3 billion pre-tax recall charge
and $0.3 billion in restructuring costs

x Company records strong core operating performance in first quarter
x Revenue and free cash flow improved year-over-year

DETROIT – General Motors Co. (NYSE: GM) today announced first quarter net
income attributable to common stockholders of $0.1 billion, or $0.06 per diluted
share. Strong core operating performance during the quarter was more than
offset by a net loss from special items of $0.4 billion, or $(0.23) per diluted share,
and a $1.3 billion pre-tax charge primarily for the cost of recall-related repairs, or
$(0.48) per diluted share.

Special items in the quarter were primarily related to changing the exchange rate
GM uses for re-measuring the net assets of its Venezuelan subsidiaries.

In the first quarter of 2013, GM’s net income attributable to common stockholders
was $0.9 billion, or $0.58 per diluted share, including a net loss from special items
of $0.2 billion or $(0.09) per diluted share.

Earnings before interest and tax (EBIT) adjusted was $0.5 billion and included the
impact of a $1.3 billion pre-tax charge for recall-related costs and $0.3 billion in
restructuring costs. This compares to the first quarter of 2013, when the company
recorded EBIT-adjusted of $1.8 billion, which included a pre-tax charge of
$0.1 billion for recalls and $0.1 billion in restructuring costs.

Net revenue in the first quarter of 2014 was $37.4 billion, compared to $36.9 billion
in the first quarter of 2013.

“The performance of our core operations was very strong this quarter, reflecting the
positive response of customers to the new vehicles we are bringing to market,” said
GM CEO Mary Barra. “Our focus remains on creating the world’s best vehicles with
the highest levels of safety, quality and customer service, while aggressively
addressing our business opportunities and challenges globally.”

GM Results Overview (in billions except for per share amounts)
Q1 2014 Q1 2013

Revenue $37.4 $36.9
Net income attributable to common
stockholders $0.1 $0.9

Earnings per share (EPS) diluted $0.06 $0.58
Impact of special items on EPS diluted $(0.23) $(0.09)
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EBIT-adjusted $0.5 $1.8
Automotive net cash flow from operating
activities $2.0 $0.5

Adjusted automotive free cash flow $0.2 $(1.3)

Segment Results

x GM North America reported EBIT-adjusted of $0.6 billion which included the
impact of a $1.3 billion pre-tax charge for recall costs in the quarter. This
compared with EBIT-adjusted of $1.4 billion in the first quarter of 2013.

x GM Europe reported EBIT-adjusted of $(0.3) billion, which includes
$0.2 billion for restructuring costs. This compares with EBIT-adjusted of
$(0.2) billion in the first quarter of 2013.

x GM International Operations reported EBIT-adjusted of $0.3 billion,
compared with EBIT-adjusted of $0.5 billion in the first quarter of 2013.

x GM South America reported EBIT-adjusted of $(0.2) billion, compared with
EBIT-adjusted of $0.0 billion in the first quarter of 2013.

x GM Financial earnings before tax was $0.2 billion for the quarter, compared
with $0.2 billion in the first quarter of 2013.

Cash Flow and Liquidity
First quarter automotive cash flow from operating activities of $2.0 billion and
automotive free cash flow of $0.2 billion were both significantly improved compared
with the first quarter of 2013. GM ended the quarter with very strong total
automotive liquidity of $37.4 billion.  Automotive cash and marketable securities
was $27.0 billion compared with $27.9 billion at year-end 2013.

“Our revenue and cash flow improved this quarter and our underlying business
performance remains on plan,” said Chuck Stevens, GM executive vice president
and CFO. “Executing flawless launches and using our strength in the U.S. and China
to restructure key global operations will continue to be our focus this year.”

General Motors Co. (NYSE:GM, TSX: GMM) and its partners produce vehicles in 30
countries, and the company has leadership positions in the world's largest and fastest-
growing automotive markets.  GM, its subsidiaries and joint venture entities sell vehicles
under the Chevrolet, Cadillac, Baojun, Buick, GMC, Holden, Jiefang, Opel, Vauxhall and
Wuling brands. More information on the company and its subsidiaries, including OnStar, a
global leader in vehicle safety, security and information services, can be found at
http://www.gm.com.

#  #  #
CONTACTS:

Tom Henderson
313-410-2704
Global Financial Communications
tom.e.henderson@gm.com

Randy Arickx
313-268-7070
GM Investor Relations
randy.c.arickx@gm.com

Forward-Looking Statements
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In this press release and in related comments by our management, our use of the words
“expect,” “anticipate,” “possible,” “potential,” “target,” “believe,” “commit,” “intend,”
“continue,” “may,” “would,” “could,” “should,” “project,” “appears,” “projected,” “positioned”
or similar expressions is intended to identify forward-looking statements that represent our
current judgment about possible future events. We believe these judgments are reasonable,
but these statements are not guarantees of any events or financial results, and our actual
results may differ materially due to a variety of important factors. Among other items, such
factors might include: our ability to realize production efficiencies and to achieve reductions
in costs as a result of our restructuring initiatives and labor modifications; our ability to
maintain quality control over our vehicles and avoid material vehicle recalls, and the cost
and effect on our reputation of product recalls; our ability to maintain adequate financing
sources, including as required to fund our planned significant investment in new technology;
our ability to successfully integrate Ally Financial’s international operations; the ability of our
suppliers to timely deliver parts, components and systems; our ability to realize successful
vehicle applications of new technology; overall strength and stability of our markets,
particularly outside of North America and China; costs and risks associated with litigation
and government investigations including those related to our recent recalls and our ability to
continue to attract new customers, particularly for our new products. GM's most recent
annual report on Form 10-K provides information about these and other factors, which we
may revise or supplement in future reports to the SEC.
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OPINION

A Magna moment at the

MFA
 

METRO

Boston animal shelter

found in crisis
 

POLITICS

Health care costs grow,

everything else shrinks

GM says inquiry found ‘pattern of
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“We  made  serious  mistakes  in  the  past  and  as  a  result  we’re  making  significant  changes  in  our

company,”  CEO  Mary  T.  Barra  said  of  long  delays  in  recalling  millions  of  unsafe  autos.
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WARREN, Mich. — An internal investigation by General Motors found “a pattern of

incompetence and neglect” in its decadelong failure to recall millions of defective cars

but concluded that there was no deliberate cover-up, the company’s chief executive

said Thursday.

CEO Mary T. Barra said 15 employees had been dismissed, most in senior and executive

roles, and five others had been disciplined. But the report did not tie Barra and her top

lieutenants to the recall delay that GM has linked to 13 deaths and 47 crashes.

CONTINUE  READING  BELOW  ▼

“Repeatedly, individuals failed to disclose critical pieces of information that could have

fundamentally changed the lives of those impacted by a faulty ignition switch,” she

said. “If this information had been disclosed, I believe in my heart the company would

have dealt with this matter appropriately.”

She did not identify the discharged employees or the departments they worked in. She

said only that “more than 50 percent” were executives, and that two who had been

suspended were dismissed. In April, two midlevel engineers, Raymond DeGiorgio and

his supervisor, Gary Altman, were placed on paid leave. Both had been deposed last

year in a lawsuit filed against GM by the family of a Georgia woman who died in a

Cobalt crash in 2010.

The report was the result of an investigation overseen by Anton R. Valukas, a former

US attorney. Saying that Valukas had “complete independence” to conduct his inquiry,

Barra said that it included more than 350 interviews with more than 230 people and a

review of millions of documents.

Outlining the findings, Barra painted a picture of a company where employees failed to

act on knowledge they knew could address a danger.

“Numerous individuals did not accept any responsibility to drive our organization to

understand what was truly happening,” she said. “The report highlights a company that

operated in silos, with a number of individuals seemingly looking for reasons not to

act, instead of finding ways to protect our customers.”

CONTINUE  READING  BELOW  ▼

She said that the failure to act continued up to the decision on Jan. 31 to begin the

recall, which would grow to nearly 2.6 million cars.
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“Throughout the entire 11-year history, there was no demonstrated sense of urgency,

right to the very end,” she said.

But despite the failures, she said, the report found no institutional effort to cover up

the problems, an allegation she faced in pointed questioning before congressional

lawmakers.

“Mr. Valukas’s report revealed no conspiracy by the corporation to cover up the facts,”

she said. “In addition, the investigators found no evidence that any employee made a

trade-off between safety and cost.”

She repeated that GM had undertaken initiatives to improve safety practices and

quality control, including the appointment of a new vice president for safety, Jeff

Boyer.

She also said GM would put in place a long-awaited compensation program for victims,

to begin Aug. 1, administered by Kenneth Feinberg, a lawyer who specializes in

compensation programs. The details, she said, are to be completed in the coming

weeks.

“We are taking responsibility for what has happened by taking steps to treat these

victims and their families with compassion, decency, and fairness,” Barra said. “We

made serious mistakes in the past and as a result we’re making significant changes in

our company to ensure they never happen again.”

The release of the internal investigative report was expected to be a turning point in a

safety crisis that has consumed General Motors since Feb. 14, when the automaker

began a broad recall of millions of small cars equipped with defective ignition switches.

The automaker has said the number of fatalities and crashes linked to the defect could

increase as it gathers more information.

But the recall was just the beginning of an escalating series of safety actions at GM,

including dozens of subsequent recalls of other vehicles.

General Motors has also come under intense scrutiny about how and why it failed to

repair a defect that existed in its cars for more than a decade.

Barra has consistently said she and other senior executives first learned of the switch

problems Jan. 31 — the day that an internal safety committee ordered the initial recall.
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“We will hold ourselves accountable,” Barra told employees in a March 4 e-mail, her

first public comment on the issue. Six days later, GM hired Valukas, chairman of the

law firm Jenner & Block, to investigate the long-delayed recall.

Before Thursday, four senior executives had already left since the recall.

Barra had refused to answer detailed questions about events leading up to the recall —

including during her testimony at two contentious congressional hearings in April —

until Valukas completed his report.

Jenner & Block has long had ties to GM. In addition to performing securities work for

the company, one of Jenner & Block’s lawyers, Robert S. Osborne, was GM’s general

counsel from 2006 to 2009, years that the ignition switch problem festered within

GM. And before that, Osborne was a senior partner at Jenner & Block.

The other firm involved in the internal investigation, King & Spalding, defended GM in

a wrongful-death lawsuit filed by the family of Brooke Melton, a case that brought the

ignition switch defect to light last year.
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